Accolades for Susan D. Rose’s

“In an instructive, in-depth look at two evangelical Christian fellowships and schools in upstate New York... sociologist Rose examines why alternatives to the public school system are attractive to those who believe that ‘urban elites’ are altering the American landscape of traditional values.

Focusing on two different groups who are ‘negotiating their way in the modern world,’ this balanced study acknowledges evangelism and its paradoxical rose in contemporary America.”

*Publisher’s Weekly*

“This imaginative, sensitive and meticulous study is an important contribution to our understanding of both education and religion in America. Susan Rose was able to combine objective analysis and empathic insight in this penetrating account of two evangelical communities in which parents and teachers are deeply committed to schools devoted to preserving traditional values. **This is modern sociology at its best.**”

*Robin M. Williams, Jr.,
Henry Scarborough Professor of Social Sciences, Emeritus, Cornell University*

“Rose brings both sensitivity and challenge to the rhetoric and vision of evangelicalism in a **unique and important book on a growing American phenomenon.**”

*Booklist*